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Various precipitation patterns can be obtained in flow conditions when injecting a solution of sodium
carbonate in a confined geometry initially filled with a solution of either barium or calcium chloride.
We compare here the barium and calcium carbonate precipitate structures as a function of initial
concentrations and injection flow rate. We show that, in some part of the parameter space, the patterns
are similar and feature comparable properties indicating that barium and calcium behave similarly
in the related flow-controlled precipitation conditions. For other values of parameters though, the
precipitate structures are different indicating that the cohesive and microscopic properties of barium
versus calcium carbonate are then important in shaping the pattern in flow conditions. Published by

AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4971286]

I. INTRODUCTION

The physical and chemical properties of a material are not
only determined by its chemical composition but also by its
morphology at both micro- and macroscale. In that respect,
it has recently been shown that out-of-equilibrium conditions
can be used to control and shape solid phases at both scales.1–7

Specifically, innovative growth conditions of materials can
be obtained by conducting precipitation reactions within gra-
dients of concentrations controlled by hydrodynamic flows.
Such gradients provide additional thermodynamic forces
compared to a classical chemical synthesis in which the reac-
tants are thoroughly mixed to maximize the rate of reac-
tion. These out-of-equilibrium forces generate conditions that
can favor, for example, the production of thermodynamically
unstable crystalline forms3 or lead to microstructures and
compositions different from those obtained in homogeneous
systems.8–11

Our objective here is to analyze to what extent such flow
conditions can produce similar macroscopic patterns for bar-
ium or calcium carbonate precipitates obtained when injecting
an aqueous solution of sodium carbonate in a confined geom-
etry initially filled with an aqueous solution of either barium
or calcium chloride. We focus on such reactants for various
reasons. First, mineralization of carbon dioxide in soils is
attracting increased interest in the framework of CO2 seques-
tration aiming at reducing the atmospheric concentration of
this greenhouse gas.12,13 In this case, carbonates resulting from
CO2 dissolution in water can react with minerals like Ca2+ or
Mg2+ to yield solid precipitates, which increases the safety of
the sequestration process. It has recently been shown that such
a mineralization can be responsible for a fast consumption
of CO2 upon its injection in soils.13 The complex chemistry
of CO2 in supercritical conditions has also an influence on
pore water chemistry including that of Ba-bearing minerals.14

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
adewit@ulb.ac.be. Telephone: +32 2 650 5774.

Moreover, as in situ experiments on real geological forma-
tions are difficult to do, it is of interest to perform laboratory
studies of calcium carbonate mineralization in real reservoir
samples.15 X-ray data can then give access to the 3D struc-
ture of the solid carbonate precipitates. Thanks to an enhanced
contrast of barium with regard to calcium in X-ray analysis,16

it is of interest to understand whether the spatial distribution
and amount of barium carbonate precipitates are similar or
not to the calcium carbonate ones in simple 2D geometry
to assess whether X-ray studies based on barium could be
the representative of those with calcium or not. This would
allow us to conduct precipitation studies in 3D opaque sys-
tems with a larger sensitivity giving both liquid dynamics and
solid distribution using Ba2+ solutions.

In parallel, barium carbonates also have applications in
cement17,18 and carbon capture and utilization19 technologies.
There is thus also interest to understand how their precipitation
patterns vary depending on flow conditions. We have recently
shown using chemical garden recipes20 that the macroscopic
morphology of flow-driven precipitation patterns can be robust
with regard to changes in reactants even though differences
can appear depending on the cohesion of the solid phase.
Meanwhile, we have also developed various tools to quantita-
tively assess the macroscopic properties of such patterns.2,21

Our goal is to use such quantitative measures to analyze the
robustness of the change of calcium to barium in the amount
and spatial distribution of their carbonate precipitates when
produced in flow conditions.

In this context, we study here experimentally the prop-
erties of barium and calcium carbonates produced in a Hele-
Shaw cell (quasi 2D confined geometry) when carbonate ions
are injected into a solution of either Ba2+ or Ca2+ at a constant
flow rate. We show that in some parameter range spanned by
the flow rate and initial reactant concentrations, the barium
or calcium carbonate patterns are similar while they differ for
other values of the parameters. These differences are quantified
by measuring quantitative properties like the total grayscale
intensity, the filling, and the density of the patterns.

0021-9606/2016/145(22)/224201/6/$30.00 145, 224201-1 Published by AIP Publishing.
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This study shows that barium and calcium behave in some
cases similarly to produce the same type of carbonate precipi-
tates in flow conditions while they can produce quite different
solid distributions in other cases. This highlights the interest
of flow-driven conditions to control the output of precipita-
tion reactions and defines the conditions in which Ba2+ could
be used as an alternative to Ca2+ for studies of carbonate
precipitates.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The flow-driven precipitation experiments are performed
in a horizontal confined geometry maintained between two
parallel Plexiglas plates vertically separated by a 0.5 mm
thick gap. The experimental setup is identical to the one used
in our previous studies of calcium carbonate precipitation
patterns.2,21 To produce precipitates, an aqueous solution of
sodium carbonate, Na2CO3, is radially injected from below
with a syringe pump through a tiny inlet into the gap filled
either with a calcium chloride, CaCl2, or a barium chloride,
BaCl2, solution. When the reactants get into contact, a white
precipitate, either CaCO3 or BaCO3, is produced instanta-
neously via the reactions Ca2+

(aq) + CO2�
3 (aq) ⌦ CaCO3(s) or

Ba2+
(aq) + CO2�

3 (aq)⌦BaCO3(s). The precipitation pattern grow-
ing during the injection is monitored by a digital camera from
above. In each experiment, 3 ml of Na2CO3 solution is injected
at various constant volumetric flow rates (Q = 0.1, 1.0, and
6.5 ml/min). The pH of the Na2CO3 solution is adjusted to 10 to
avoid the production of calcium hydroxide and barium hydrox-
ide precipitates. The normalized concentrations of reactants,
[X]

n

= c

x

/cmax, which are their dimensional concentrations,
c

x

, divided by their solubility in water, cmax, are also varied
from one experiment to the other. The density and viscosity of
the reactant solutions are measured at the temperature of the
experiments using an Anton Paar DMA 35 densitometer and
a Brookfield DV-II + Pro Extra viscometer, respectively (see
Table I).

III. PATTERN FORMATION AND CHARACTERIZATION

When the injection starts, the reactants begin to mix and
a precipitate appears. A large variety of precipitation pat-
terns has been studied recently in the CaCO3 system in a
similar confined geometry.2,21 The patterns have been char-
acterized from a CO2 sequestration efficiency point of view.21

In the present work, our objective is to compare precipitation
patterns obtained for various experimental conditions using
the Ca2+�CO2�

3 and Ba2+�CO2�
3 reactant pairs. To do so, we

TABLE I. Molar concentration, c (mol/l), normalized concentration, [X]
n

(defined using the solubility in water cmax = 6.67 mol/l for CaCl2,
cmax = 1.72 mol/l for BaCl2, and cmax = 2.90 mol/l for Na2CO3), density, ⇢
(kg/l), and dynamic viscosity, µ (mPa s), of the solutions at T = (21 ± 1) �C.

Chemical c [X]
n

⇢ µ

CaCl2 0.50 0.08 1.043 1.18
1.50 0.23 1.128 1.61
4.50 0.68 1.360 5.99

BaCl2 0.13 0.08 1.021 1.08
0.37 0.23 1.064 1.17
1.16 0.68 1.203 1.36

Na2CO3 0.25 0.09 1.023 1.19
0.75 0.26 1.072 1.48
1.50 0.52 1.141 2.13

determine some characteristic quantities of the patterns as
introduced previously:2,21 The amount of precipitate produced
can be qualitatively measured by the total grayscale intensity,
Itot(t) =

P
x,y I

n

(x, y, t), of the image taken at time t, where
I

n

(x,y,t) is the grayscale value normalized by the background
grayscale intensity, and x and y are spatial coordinates.

To characterize the spatial distribution of the precipita-
tion patterns, we also measure 3 quantities: (I) the radius Rmax
being the largest distance between the inlet and the pattern
perimeter (Fig. 1(a)); (II) the area A covered by precipitate
particles (Fig. 1(b)); and (III) the area Ap of the region inside
the pattern perimeter (Fig. 1(c)). On the basis of those quanti-
ties, we next compute the filling F = A/Ap 2 [0, 1], measuring
whether the precipitate entirely covers the region inside the
pattern perimeter (F = 1) or not (F < 1). For an essentially
hollow pattern, F ⌧ 1. We also compute the pattern density,
d = Ap/(⇡R2

max) 2 [0, 1], comparing the area Ap of the pat-
tern to the area of the circle of radius Rmax. A large value of
d indicates a circularly spreading pattern while a low value
of d corresponds to a pattern with a few preferred growth
directions.

The patterns obtained with either barium or calcium ions
may be compared to each other visually and using the quanti-
ties Itot, F, and d to investigate whether replacing one reactant
by the other one will significantly modify the pattern formation
or not.

IV. RESULTS

To investigate whether the precipitation patterns obtained
recently in flow conditions for the CaCO3 system2,21 are

FIG. 1. Radius Rmax of the circle drawn
around the precipitation pattern (a), area
A covered by the precipitate (b), and
area Ap of the region inside the pattern
perimeter (c) for one particular pattern.
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FIG. 2. Characteristic similarities (a)
and major differences (b) between
CaCO3 and BaCO3 precipitation patterns
observed for various experimental con-
ditions. [M2+]

n

refers to the normalized
concentration of either the Ca2+ or the
Ba2+ reactant solution and Q is the flow
rate. The numbers in the top left, top
right, and bottom right corners of the
images are the image number, the filling
F, and the pattern density d, respectively.
Field of view: 123 mm ⇥ 98 mm.

similar to those obtained with BaCO3, we have performed
experiments with Ba2+ solutions having exactly the same nor-
malized concentrations as the Ca2+ solutions (Table I). A
selection of patterns is shown in Fig. 2 highlighting remark-
able similarities (panel (a)) but also major differences (panel
(b)) depending on the values of parameters.

Let us first note that for low flow rates and low reactant
concentrations, small separated precipitate particles are pro-
duced in both systems as shown in Fig. 3. Those particles have
only a low impact on the fluid dynamics. They are advected by
the flow and hence a circularly spreading (d ⇡ 1) and homoge-
neously filled (F ⇡ 1) precipitation pattern is obtained for both
the Ca2+ and the Ba2+ systems (not shown here). We further
note that the total grayscale intensity, Itot, of the experimental
images will be used to qualitatively measure the amount of
precipitate produced for different reactant concentrations and
flow rates. Even though the refractive indexes of the CaCO3
and BaCO3 particles are significantly different due to their
different size and shape (Fig. 3), the trends are still compa-
rable. Indeed, Fig. 4(a) shows that injecting CO2�

3 solutions
with increasing concentration into a low concentration Ca2+

solution at a low flow rate yields more and more precipitate,
i.e., Itot increases. This trend is also clearly recovered for the
case of Ba2+ (Fig. 4(b)) even if the absolute values of Itot are
not comparable with those for CaCO3.

For low reactant concentrations, the patterns are similar
even for higher flow rates Q (Figs. 2(a1) and 2(a2)). They

are mainly circular with a large d value. The zigzagged shape
of the inner periphery is caused by the strong flow flushing
away the precipitate particles from the inlet region. The main
difference between the two patterns is expressed in their F

values. The CaCO3 pattern with F = 0.68 (Fig. 2(a1)) seems
to be less hollow than the BaCO3 one with F = 0.39 (Fig.
2(a2)). This may be caused by the different particle shapes. The
CaCO3 particles are small and separated, thus they sediment
once the liquid motion is not strong enough to carry them
(Fig. 3(a)). This leads to the evolution of a thin (but detectable)
precipitate layer behind the main rim of the pattern (Fig. 2(a1)).
In comparison, the BaCO3 needles have a tendency to stick
together and form three-dimensional star-like structures (Fig.
3(b)). These structures collect other needles while they are
drifted by the flow. The brushing behavior results in a smaller
precipitate area behind the main rim of the pattern leading
to lower F values. However, apart from this difference in the
interior region, Ca2+ and Ba2+ produce similar patterns for all
flow rates at such low concentrations.

Figs. 2(a3) and 4 show that increasing the concentration
of the injected carbonate solution at low [M2+]

n

yields a more
irregular fingered pattern. This is related to the fact that more
precipitate is produced (Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)), and hence the
permeability of the cell locally decreases. This provides con-
ditions for a precipitation-driven fingering instability due to
the fact that the more mobile injected liquid locally pushes
the less mobile solid phase.22,23 Figs. 2(a3) and 4 show that

FIG. 3. Microscopic (Nikon SMZ18) images showing the
characteristic particle size and shape of CaCO3 (a) and
BaCO3 (b) precipitates.
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FIG. 4. Total grayscale intensity, Itot, as a function of the
injected volume of the Na2CO3 solution for various values
of the experimental parameters. Panels (a) and (c) corre-
spond to CaCO3, while panels (b) and (d) relate to BaCO3
precipitates.

the patterns emerging via this precipitation-driven fingering
instability are similar in shapes and characterized by simi-
lar F and d values for both Ca2+ and Ba2+. The difference
in the pattern texture coming from the shape of the pre-
cipitate particles is nevertheless visible again. The CaCO3
pattern exhibits smoother edges for the fingers (Fig. 2(a3))
while they are much more rigid and aggregated for BaCO3
(Fig. 2(a4)). This similarity between CaCO3 and BaCO3 pat-
terns holds also for higher reactant concentrations provided Q

is not too large (Figs. 2(a5) and 2(a6)). Experiments performed
with those reactant concentrations yield a large amount of
precipitate and high values of the filling F.

If both the reactant concentrations and flow rate Q are fur-
ther increased, hollow patterns emerge in both systems (Figs.
2(a7) and 2(a8)). Such patterns appear because a large amount
of precipitate is instantaneously produced across the gap in
the small region where the reactants mix. This cohesive pre-
cipitate behaves like a physical barrier between the reactant
solutions and hinders further mixing, leading to a sharp drop
in the amount of precipitate further produced (Figs. 4(c) and
4(d)). Although both patterns feature this characteristic pre-
cipitate wall structure, there are nevertheless some differences.
The CaCO3 pattern (Fig. 2(a7)) is hollow (F = 0.06) and not
too elongated (d = 0.56) because the monodisperse CaCO3
particles (Fig. 3(a)) stick together forming a tough precipi-
tate wall with low permeability across the entire gap width.
Although we cannot perform in situ sample analysis in the
sealed reactor, the X-ray analysis of the particles collected after
our experiment or of CaCO3 samples obtained in other similar
experimental flow conditions9 shows that they are composed
of cubic shaped calcite. Their aggregate expands therefore
more or less uniformly with a homogeneous permeability dis-
tribution along its periphery. In contrast, the BaCO3 pattern
(Fig. 2(a8)) consists of elongated hollow tube-like precipitate
channels (smaller d) along a zone with a denser precipitate
arranged in curly and closed channels. This more compact
zone induces a larger filling F and appears because of the three-
dimensional star-like shape of the BaCO3 particles (Fig. 3(b))

hindering the formation of a tough and uniform precipitate wall
as in the case of calcium. Therefore, the leakage of the reac-
tant solutions between the BaCO3 loosely tight agglomerated
particles leads to a further growth of side channels. Because
those side channels are fed through small holes in the wall
of the main channel, their inner diameter is smaller than the
gap width. This induces precipitation all around the invading
liquid parts producing secondary layered structures, similar to
some three-dimensional chemical gardens grown upon injec-
tion.24 The filling F is therefore larger in the barium case than
in the calcium one. Despite these differences between the pat-
terns of Figs. 2(a7) and 2(a8), their main characteristic, namely
that a precipitate wall forms which significantly modifies the
hydrodynamics, is common.

Fig. 2(b) illustrates the main differences between the
CaCO3 and BaCO3 precipitation patterns obtained in some
range of the experimental conditions. As shown recently and
confirmed in Figs. 2(a7) and 2(a8),2,1,20 a hollow precipitation
pattern can be obtained if both reactants are highly concen-
trated and the flow rate is beyond a critical value. Figs. 2(b1)
and 2(b2) point out that the critical flow rate for transition
towards such hollow structures may depend on the reactants.
The CaCO3 pattern emerging at a medium flow rate (Fig. 2(b1),
Q = 1.0 ml/min) is essentially hollow (F = 0.14) and grows in
some preferred directions (d = 0.28). In contrast, the BaCO3
pattern is almost fully filled with precipitate (Fig. 2(b2), F

= 0.96) and is more circular (d = 0.61). The BaCO3 precipitate
is less compact due to the three-dimensional star-like shape of
the solid particles, thus the invading reactant can pass through
the precipitate layer and react.

Other differences between the patterns are seen in
Figs. 2(b3) and 4, when Q is large but the concentration of
the metal ion solution is decreased. While those experimen-
tal conditions still provide a hollow pattern for CaCO3, the
BaCO3 system is full of small broken spirals. This shows that
the Ba2+ concentration is here again not high enough to pro-
duce a precipitate wall that can sustain the interior pressure
while pumping is continued.
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FIG. 5. Experimental images showing
the time evolution of CaCO3 (panel (a))
and BaCO3 (panel (b)) patterns for iden-
tical experimental parameters ([CO2�

3 ]
n

= 0.26, [M2+]
n

= 0.68, Q = 6.5 ml/min).

Finally, for reactant concentrations for which similar pat-
terns were found at Q = 1.0 ml/min in both systems (Figs. 2(a5)
and 2(a6)), a larger Q results in essentially different patterns
(Figs. 2(b5) and 2(b6)). In the case of CaCO3, the CO2�

3 con-
centration is not high enough to produce a tough wall with
low permeability; thus the precipitate wall thickens with time.
However, the wall is strong enough to move as a whole with-
out breaking, leading to an expanding wall structure as shown
in the temporal evolution featured in Fig. 5(a). For identi-
cal values of the experimental parameters, BaCO3 exhibits
a much less filled precipitation pattern (Fig. 2(b6)) with well
visible spirals similar to those described recently in chemical
gardens.1 For those spirals to evolve, it is crucial to form a cir-
cular precipitate wall during the radial spreading.1 If that wall
is not strong enough and breaks at some point, further injec-
tion rotates parts of the precipitate wall around the breaking
point leading to the growth of spirals. The rotation of the wall
pieces and the evolution of spirals may be followed in time
in Fig. 5(b). The presence of those spirals in the BaCO3 sys-
tem and their absence in the CaCO3 system indicate again that
a stronger and more cohesive precipitate is produced if Ca2+

and CO2�
3 reactants are used.

V. DISCUSSION

We have experimentally investigated whether two differ-
ent precipitation reactions performed in a confined geometry
upon the radial injection of a solution of carbonate into a metal
ion solution may lead to similar patterns or not. The alkaline
earth metal ions used here (Ca2+ and Ba2+) may show similar
tendency to form carbonate precipitates as far as the exper-
imental parameters are similar. However, the precipitation-
driven pattern formation depends not only on the chemical
properties of the reactant solutions but also on the properties
of the solid product.

Similar patterns are obtained when both the carbonate and
the metal ions are in low concentrations (Figs. 2(a1) and 2(a2)).
In that case, the precipitate particles are much smaller than
the gap width and do not form aggregates. As a consequence,
the precipitate more or less passively follows the fluid flow.
However, a major interplay between precipitation and fluid
dynamics is obtained when the size of the precipitate particles
or of their aggregates becomes comparable to the characteristic
length of the confinement. This is the case for the experi-
mental conditions leading to the formation of hollow patterns
(Figs. 2(a7) and 2(a8)).

Similar patterns may be obtained using higher reac-
tant concentrations and/or flow rate provided both reactant
systems are in conditions beneath (Figs. 2(a5) and 2(a6)) or
beyond (Figs. 2(a7) and 2(a8)) the critical values of parameters
required for the formation of hollow patterns. However, those
critical parameter values depend on the physico-chemical
properties of the reactants and of the products. Thus, a same
set of parameter values may be simultaneously supercritical
for one reaction but subcritical for the other one (Figs. 2(b1)–
2(b4)). This is illustrated for an idealized case in Fig. 6. The
parameter values inside the dark prism correspond to such
reactant concentrations and flow rates where no tube hollow
patterns are obtained in the Ca2+ + CO2�

3 reaction (i.e., the
system is subcritical). Though the surface of the dark prism
corresponding to the sets of critical parameters is shown in the
sketch as being abrupt, the transition from the subcritical to
supercritical state may be smooth in experiments. The same
analogy is used for the interior and exterior parts of the pale
prism corresponding to the subcritical and supercritical states
of the Ba2+–CO2�

3 system, respectively. Therefore, perform-
ing experiments for values of parameters inside the dark prism
(i.e., subcritical for both Ba2+ and Ca2+ systems with low reac-
tant concentrations and flow rates) or outside the pale prism
(supercritical for both systems with large reactant concentra-
tions and flow rates) results in similar CaCO3 and BaCO3

FIG. 6. Schematic of the parameter space illustrating the different set of
experimental parameter values required for Ca2+ + CO2�

3 (inside the dark
rectangular prism) and Ba2+ + CO2�

3 (outside the pale rectangular prism)
systems to produce tube-like patterns.
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patterns. On the contrary, when one reactant pair is subcritical
and the other one is supercritical (i.e., within the pale prism
but outside the dark prism in Fig. 6) or when both of them are
in the transient regime close to the critical values, quite dif-
ferent precipitation patterns can be observed between CaCO3
and BaCO3 for same values of parameters (Fig. 2(b)).

Hence, in a real porous media flow, when the particle size
is comparable to the pore size of the medium, the difference
shown here on the example case of CaCO3 and BaCO3 parti-
cles may lead to significantly different precipitation behav-
iors. Therefore, in experiments aiming to understand the
underground precipitation, care has to be taken when the model
system is chosen.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have experimentally investigated the precipitation-
driven pattern formation upon radial injection in a confined
geometry using the Ca2+–CO2�

3 and Ba2+–CO2�
3 reactant pairs.

It has been shown that replacing the Ca2+ by Ba2+ ions can
produce similar but also different patterns depending on the
experimental values of parameters. For conditions where hol-
low patterns form, the size of the individual particles or of
their aggregates is comparable to the size of the confinement.
If both reaction pairs are then in concentrations or with a flow
rate beneath or beyond those critical values, similar patterns
are found. However, some differences are also visible due to
the shape and size of the solid particles. Different patterns
are observed when one of the reactant pair precipitates for
conditions beneath these critical values while the other one
precipitates beyond them or when both of them are in the
transient regime. Therefore, from a pattern formation point of
view, the reactants of a precipitation reaction can be replaced
by a chemically similar system provided suitable experimental
parameters are chosen.
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